
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-24: Words With W, X, Y, and Z

Spelling Words Review

wheelbarrow

yogurt

bypass

wrestle

wreckage

amazing

agonize

pretzel

gazed

zipper

awesome

awful

hoax

coax

yearning

yawning

woozy

seized

whimsical

wardrobe

appreciation

classification

underestimate

Challenge

xylophone

annex 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.  Which letter makes the long-i sound in the word bypass?           _________________________

2.  Which two-syllable spelling word has a silent e in the first syllable?  _________________________
                 

3.  Name the long vowel sound you hear in the word seized.           _________________________
                                 

4.  Identify the spelling word that contains the /ōō/ sound.            _________________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  amusingly playful                        _________________________
          

6.  persuade someone to do something using flattery                          _________________________

7.  to severely worry about something, causing mental distress           _________________________
          

8. a feeling of deep want or longing for something           _________________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word pair. 

9.        joke; trick                       _____________________

     

10.      stared; looked at          _____________________      

11.      terrible; dreadful           _____________________      

12.      cupboard; cabinet      _____________________  
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Name: _________________________________         List E-24: Words With W, X, Y, and Z

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

zipper wheelbarrow yogurt      wreckage

amazing wrestle yawning      pretzel

13.  Evan's dad moved the piles of soil for the garden with the help of a  _____________________.

14.  At the hockey game, Maleia bought a soft  _____________________  with cheese on the side. 

15.  Whenever Manav stays up too late, he can't stop  _____________________  the next day. 

16. The  _____________________  on Annie's jacket broke, so she needed to buy a replacement.  

17. Our view from the hotel room overlooked the  _____________________  mountainous 
landscape.

18. Scuba divers come from all around the world to dive at the site of the pirate ship's 

_____________________. 

19. Danny and Mitchell   _____________________  in the living room.      
 

20. Christina likes to eat  _____________________  with a bowl of fruit at breakfast. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word that is a compound word.                       ___________________________

22. Which review word has a long-e sound?                                         ___________________________

23. Which review word begins with a five-letter noun?                   ___________________________
    

24. Which challenge word contains two long vowel sounds?             ___________________________

25. Name the challenge word that contains two syllables.                 ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-24: Words With W, X, Y, and Z

Spelling Words Review

wheelbarrow

yogurt

bypass

wrestle

wreckage

amazing

agonize

pretzel

gazed

zipper

awesome

awful

hoax

coax

yearning

yawning

woozy

seized

whimsical

wardrobe

appreciation

classification

underestimate

Challenge

xylophone

annex

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.  Which letter makes the long-i sound in the word bypass?                  y

2.  Which two-syllable spelling word has a silent e in the first syllable?        awesome          

3.  Name the long vowel sound you hear in the word seized.                  long e 
                                 

4.  Identify the spelling word that contains the /ōō/ sound.                     woozy

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  amusingly playful                               whimsical 
          

6.  persuade someone to do something using flattery                                 coax

7.  to severely worry about something, causing mental distress                    agonize
          

8. a feeling of deep want or longing for something                    yearning  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word pair.

9.        joke; trick                           hoax

     

10.      stared; looked at              gazed      

11.      terrible; dreadful               awful      

12.      cupboard; cabinet          wardrobe  
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Name: _________________________________         List E-24: Words With W, X, Y, and Z

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

zipper wheelbarrow yogurt      wreckage

amazing wrestle yawning      pretzel

13.  Evan's dad moved the piles of soil for the garden with the help of a wheelbarrow.

14.  At the hockey game, Maleia bought a soft pretzel with cheese on the side. 

15.  Whenever Manav stays up too late, he can't stop yawning the next day. 

16. The zipper on Annie's jacket broke, so she needed to buy a replacement.  

17. Our view from the hotel room overlooked the amazing mountainous landscape.

18. Scuba divers come from all around the world to dive at the site of the pirate ship's 

wreckage. 

19. Danny and Mitchell wrestle in the living room.
 

20. Christina likes to eat yogurt with a bowl of fruit at breakfast. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word that is a compound word.                       underestimate

22. Which review word has a long-e sound?                                         appreciation

23. Which review word begins with a five-letter noun?                   classification
    

24. Which challenge word contains two long vowel sounds?             xylophone

25. Name the challenge word that contains two syllables.                 annex
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